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SUMMARY

The author gives a survey of the principles of stress
analysis and design of airplane structures. and discusses
the fundamental strength specifications and their effect
on the stress analysis as compared with the safety factors
used in other branches of engineering.

PART I . FACTORS OF SAFETY

The problem of appropriate safety factors iilgeneral
machine design in the light of modern progress in material
research (references 1, 2, 18, and 21) has leen treated in
various publications during the last few years (references
3, 4, and 5), so that the following discussions of the priil-
cipal requirements for airplane design should form a suit-
able counterpart on this interesting subject.

The demand for ninimum weight makes the utmost use of
the strength characteristics of each structural component
imperative. This also explains the strict specifications
in force in airplane design. During the war these specifi-
cations were issued by the General Staff; after the war
the control was p~aced in the hands of the DVL (Deutschen
V@rsuchsa.nstalt fur Luftfa’hrt). A new, revised edition is
at present being formulated by the DLA (Deutschen Luftfahr-
zeug-l!.usschuss (references 15 and 16).

The design of an airplane is contingent upon well-
defined flight conditions:

________________________________________________________________

*llSicherheit und Gestaltung im l’~u.gzel~ghau.” ATZ (Auto-
mobiltechnische Zeitschrift), January 25, 1934, pp.
28-31.
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pull-up, glide, dive, inve.rt,ed d%v+~ stitide”~pull-out from
inverted flight, gust stresses, landing, elevator opera-
tivn, etc. The air or shock loads and the resultant of
full load and inertia forces acting during these atti-
tudes in different direction and different distribution
over the airplane, are generally expressed in multiples
of the flight weight - the so-called “load factor n.”

These load factors vary with the prevailing speed and
acceleration attitude. They scatter about certain mean
values, depending upon the type of airplane in the indi-
vidual flight and landing cases, Discrepancies from these
mean values occur less as the magnitude of the discrepancy
increases, so that as a rule the physically possible limit
values are not attained (except in a dive). Load factors
which exceed stipulated boundaries are accordingly consid-
ered as unfortunate exceptions.

Stated values of the load factor - themselves already
so high as to render their occurrence feasible only a few
times during the prescribed total life of an airplane -

“safe load factors.”are denoted as They are graded ac-
cording to airplane types (speed, weight, purpose, and
stress category) , and according to the individual flight”
and landing attitudes. The counterpartsof these rare -
and then of short effective period only - safe loading
conditions are the continuously active operating loads
during flight, which change with the momentary gross weight
of the airplane’.

The certain occurrence of the safe loads being antic-
ipated at some time or another during the life of an air-
plane, every airplane must be so designed as to prevent
any major permanent deformation. Even if plastic deforma-
tions do not necessarily presage any imminent danger (ref-
erences 6, 7, and 8) in many..cases, they nevertheless may
induce changes in the static characteristics of an air-
plane which are vitiating in view of the thin walls and
the alternating stress of the individual structural com-
ponents. They may even cause untoward aerodynamic changes
in the outer shape of the airplane.

In consequence, .it would be logical to demand that
the elastic limit of metal or some equivalent allowable
stress be not exceeded under safe loads, But , as such ma-
terial stress limits are difficult to define and in most
cases also vary considerably this requirement is modified
into a specification which is referred to the readily de-
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terminable 0.2 limit. Accordiqg to it, metal parts must
not reach this, limit at less than 1.35 times the safe,,
l“oad’: ““ “’ ‘-’ ‘ “ ‘ ~~~

.,
The factor 1.35 allows for the fact that permanent

deformations can occur even below the 0.2 limit as well as
that an exact determination of the stresses in a struc-
tural component is impossible. If the stresses are as-
sumed to increase proportional to the load factor and the
stress of the material at the 0.2 limit equals 2/3 times
the ultimate stress, the latter is not reached at 2 times
the safe load, according to specification (a).

Eowever, this specification (a) is not valid for
points of.locally restricted stress increases, at which
the maximum stress values drop to lower stressed adjacent
points as, for example, on rivet holes; neither does it
apply to wood structures.

Outwardly, specification (a) is similar to the German
State Railway specification (references 9, 10, and 11) ,for
iron railroad bridges, accordiilg to which the loads shall
not exceed 1/1.71 times the yield-point stress. But this
rule is primarily intended to insure that the original
strength** is not exceeded. The design load~ of bridges
may occur each time the bridge is loaded, and therefore
frequently, in view of the assu~.ed long life of the bridge,-..——.-.-———
and most members are loaded only in one direction and then
largely unloaded. Logically, the allowable stresses are
lower for uernhers which may receive either tension or Com-

pression

In rare cases it may, of course, happen that the safe
load is exceeded. 33esides, it should le borne in mind
that the material may be defective, the dimensions inex-
act; that some parts may be weakened by corrosion, and
that the static and aerodynamic analysis is always afflict-
ed with inaccuracies.,.
——_———___________________ ._ _______ __________ ________________ ________

*In the strength specifications for airplanes (reference
15) the safety requirements are categorized differently.

**’lOriginal strengtht’ is the stress which can be carried
for infinitely r.lanycycles of repetition wken the stress
varies constantly fron. zero (the origin) to a ma~imum and
back to zero, ‘but does not reverse its sign.
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In order to prevent the naterial fror~ reaching its
ultiriate strength uuder such circunstances~’ each “individ-
ual co’kponent r-lustbe so tiesigued as to insure that the
highest stresses under safe load do not exceed 50 percent
of the ultimate stress of the material:

!.

(b)
G

This is’@r.iniarily directed against the appearance of
~-D~orl~a112 high loads, for static tests as well as acci-
de~t investigations have revealed that only subordinate
ir.~portance attaches “to the inaccuracies attributable to
r~anufacture, servicing, and stress analysis.

On the prenise’ of stress increase in proportion to
the load factor, this specification stipulates a twofold
security against stre’ss.failure; and if, in addition,

o ~ ? (JY,
0:2 the specifications (e.) and (b) are practi-

3’
c:ally identical. On the other hand, since according to
the location of the 0.2 linit in con];arison to the ulti-
n.ate stres’s; either (a) or (b) is decisive for the design,
materials havii~”ga high 0.2 lifiit do not utilize the
heisht of this limit. Specification (3) may therefore he
considered ,as directive for the desired elastic proper.ti.es
of the material, and for that reason could ‘equa”lly-well
(just as in bridge design) be replaced. by stated regula-
tions governing the elastic and plastic properties of the,,
.approtied structural’ materials (reference 10) ; but such a
l~tiitation in material selection was not advisable lecause
the material with comparatively high yield and 0.2 limit
is exactly the one that would be favorable for short col-
umns.

“For ~ooden structures, .specif”ication (b) need only
be considered because wood has no fixed limits at which
permanent deformations occur.

Up to now. we considered only the rarely effective
IISafell loads. .But t~.ere may also be lower loading condit-
ions wh”i’chdecisiv,e,ly a“ffect the design, i.e., when such
loads occur !fre.quent lyfl and thus become a potential
source of fat”igue “f&ilure’.. .

..
To ill~st.ra’te: ‘“’There’ar-e..the;..ecu~ur-e,n}n}alternate

stresses due to en’gine ‘and propeller vibratio”ns~’ Or eve-n
due to periodic breakdown of flow. Then, in freight and
passenger airplanes, the regularly occurring air and shock
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loads in normal operation are substantially closer to the
‘tsafe’lloads than in an acrobatic airplane, for instance,
designed for high-peak performance..

To assure a sufficient distance between the occurring
stresses and the critical limits in cases where a frequent-
ly occurring alternate stress superposes itself on a ,c”on-
stant fundamental stress, it must be proved that a 35 per-
cent higher basic load and superposed reversal load does
not exc”eed those limit stresses which would cause fatigue
fracture:

0 (1.35 frequently occurring) = OD (c)

This specification is chiefly for the test or inspec-
tion section, to be used in cases where an airplane in op-
eration habitually reveals alternating stresses due to os-
cillations. Its application to the design of the individ-
ual parts is generally confined to attachment fittings,
sectional changes, etc, , which may promote fatigue fail-
ure. However, for materials with high ultimate limit and
yield point and comparatively low fatigue strength, this
specification (c) may become of fundamental importance
for the whole design.

In contrast to (c), professor R~tscher (reference 4)
recommends for general engineering design, safety factors
graded between 1.4 and 2.4, depending on the ratio of stat-
ic fundamental to su-perposed reversal stress. This corre-
sponds to the greater danger in pure reversal stress. The
1.35 airplane factor of safety, low in comparison to it,
is based upon the fact that the regularly recurring
stresses are decisive for the endurance strength, whereas
the r“arely occurring, more or less accidental maximum load
figures are covered by (a) and (b). Added to that, the os-
cillations are generally noticed during the test, so that
their timely removal may be effected.

‘. The design of a member against stability failure, such
as buckling”, wrinkling, crushing, is again governed by the

‘“11safe’[ loading conditions. The stability of a structural
member depends on”integral ter,,qs.extend~ng across its en-’”:”
tire length, as a res~,lt of which local defects in mate-
rial or design are less imPortan$ in stability failure
than in stress failure. Besides, the stresses of a mernler
designed for stability failure are generally far below the
individual danger limits of the material stress. For that
reason, structural members may reach their stability ‘lim-
its at 1.8 times the safe load:
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whexeas a safety factor of the order of 2.0 would ‘corre-
spond to specification (b), This lower safety against
stalzj.1-it,yfailure also corresponds to t’ne ~~ell-known fact
from the exact buckling theory, according to which the re-
sistance of a bar, after beginning to luckle, slightly in-
creases against any further bucltling. Besides, it may be
argued t’hat buckling requires a certain time interval,
whereas the peak loads are of short periods. From the eco-
nomical point of view, the lower safety factor against sta-
bility failure is propitious because the design of the
greater majority of parts of an airplane is governed by
their stability.

Specification (c) is inapplicable to thin walls
stressed in s-hear, which already buckle elastically under
very low loading in one principal stress direction without
affecting their power to take up tensile stresses in the
other principal stress direction (reference 24).

In contrast to (d), bridge design rules (references
9, 10, and 11) specify safety factors for buckling struts
graded according to the fineness ratio; that is, factor
1.’71 for fineness ratio h = O, but factor 3.5 for the
highest fineness ratio in bridge design, L = 150. The
former (1.71) equals the previously cited ratio of yield-
point stress to allowable stress. This grading is based
on the fact that the inevitable bar curvature and eccen-
tricity of the applied loads increases with the fineness
ratio (reference 14a). The same applies~o buildings (ref-
erence 12).

But in airplane design, such preference is not shown
to short columns because it is precisely in such members
that the effect of eccentricity, etc. - especially in view
of the thin-walled parts - is more unfavorable than for
thin bars (references 10 and 13). Professor Gehler (ref-
erence 13) also objects to this grading even in bridge de-
sign, and recommends a staudard buckling safety of 2.5,
that is, about the same safety factor as that of the ulti-
m-ate tensile strength of structural steel, i.e., 1.5 X
1.71 = 2.56 when assuming it at about 1.5 times the yield-
point stress. The equivalent factor in airplane design
would ,be.2,0 instead of 1.8.... ,,,,

In airplane design the members stressed in combined
bending and compression, such as strutted spars, or ec-
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centrically attached truss members, assume a particular
si,g.n.ifican ce.(.fig. 1.),...The def le e-tiom.s., Jr. postulate the
occurrence of additional bendint; ~ioments S y due to” lon-
gitudinal force S; consequently, the stresses of” such
members do not increase in proportion to t-heload factor.
When computed on the basis of l?avier~s bending theory as
customary with the simplified differential equation of
the elastic line, they approach with hinged end support,
for instance, infinity, when S reaches the Eulerian load

‘~2 (references 14 and 17). Of course, failure oc-s~ . .–-5-

curs before that.

When such a member stressed in “Duckling is so designed
a.s to exactly meet conditions (a) and (b), it manifests,
as seen on the dashed line of figure 1, a lower ultimate
tensile strength than a tension member designed according
to those specifications.

This is the reason why the new streilgth specifications
for airplane designs stipulate, aside from (a) and (b) , a
determination of the required safety against exceeding the
ultimate stresses of the structural material. According
to it the ultimate stress in the tension fi%ers of a struc-
tural component shall not ‘oe reached at less than 2.0
times the “safe” load, whereas in c~mpressive fibers, it
may be reached at 1.8 times the safe ~oad:

0+ (2.0 safe) S o+B (e!)

0. (1.8 safe) S u_B (etl)

The requirement (e!) corresponds to that stated rela-
tive to (b), while (ell) is generally restricted to wood
designs, for in metal design the stability limit governs
the compressive fibers, hence is controlled “oy (d). The
safety factor 1.8 in (et’) is justified because local de-
fects in the structural material have less significance
in compression than in tension; furthermore, the rapid
stress rise due to S y follows the same arguments as
those advanced relative to (d).

A member stressed in combined bending and teilsion
manifests the line showiag the stress rise versus load
factor with a downward curvature (fig. 1) on account of
the then produced unloading moments S y. Then, as with
vanishing or 10.-:;tension the rules (cl) and (elf) are no
longer applicable.

L.. ----- - . .. .. . -- - -—
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There is no direct relationship between stress and
load factor in buckling, consequently specifications (a) ,
(c), (d), and (~) areye~erred tO w~~l.~ip~es of the safe
,~~ad and not perhaps as (b), to certain ‘Iallowablell
‘-’stresses under safe load. This is the reason why they ne-
cessitate the infornatiori regarding the stress of a com-
ponent after exceeding tne elastic or proportionality lim-
it. “X,rornthe point of view of unequivocal strength proof,
t~j.isis disadvantageous because the usual ulethods for com-
~iltirig statically indeterminate or solid wall: scystems
,“a,re ‘Dased on Hookel s law. Iiere the point is often made
“that “it suffices to give by the conventional metlldd,
‘Imathema.tical” values for stresses at 1.35, 1.8,; and 2.0
times the safe load; even a seemingly more exact method
of calculation..could only be interpreted as estimation,
since ,no ,?reat plastic deformation’s occur during the short-
period ‘action of the ~eak loads. Moreover, ,the inaccuracy
of the coqvent.ional method of calculation had already been
allowed for in the Gafety factors. Fu.rtkker, it. is pointed
o~lt that, ordinarily tke “actual” ultimate load of stat-
ically indeterminate and solid wall systems is higher than
that’ oltaiued by the conventional mathematical ]i~ethods;
for”, if with increasing Ioa.d the Proportionality limit,
or yielcl point, or crushins limit is reaclzed at any point,
the stress at that point” thereafter increases very little
or not at ail. In t%t case the adjacei~t filers or mem-
tiers not stressed as highly. are rLseld to take UP the StrC!SS

to a Greater de;:.r.ee(references 6, 7, and 6)..-

With a view to plastic deformation, the members
stressed in buckling, however, &O p-oij fare as well. in
these the deflections increase more strongly after locall-
y exceedirlg the proportionality limit, and with it the
additive moments s y, than corresponds to the analysis
~it’n constant elasticity modulus. As a. result, the ulti-
mate load is reached Illttch sooner (fig. 1),*

The unrestricted application of the [}lothodkased on
HookeTs law is therefore unacceptable, es~ecially since
in t-he limiting case of pure buckling, it would logically
lead to computins the short buckling struts also according
to the Eulerian formula with coi~stant elasticity modulus.

—————.-—————-—————_————________ ________________ .. _______________ _____

*In designing menbers stressed in buckling [li~oreexact,
compressive bending’j , it is advisable to consider the car-
rying capacity as lei:~g exhausted when the highest stressed
fiber reaches the 0,2 limit.

. .

— I
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The most acceptable method of obtaining reliable data
on the actually existent strength is, of course, the de-
struction test. But it entails considerable expense, so
tha,t the research of strength characteristics in the plas-
tic deformation range should proffer a profitable field
for modern airplane research.

The destruction tests on airplanes and airplane parts
designed according to the customary stress analyses have,
on the whole, shown a surprisingly close agreement between
“mathematical” and llactuall~u~timate load.

The above discussion is confined to the fundamental
principles in airplane design from the point of view of
safety factors, hence makes no mention of the various spe-
cial regulations, such as of lower safety factors on parts
of the landing gear where so-called theoretical points of
failure are stipulated to protect the rest of the airplane,
of specifications regarding the highest perw.issible perma-
nent deformation due to safe load, and of the permissible
minimum stiffness characteristics .

The future draft of the safety regulations will be
largely contingent upon the results of extensive measure-
ments of airplane stresses. They should make it possible
to allow for ‘texpectancy” much sore than ;ieretofore, with
which the individual loading conditions and load factors
occur during the prescribed life of an airplane (reference
16).

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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1. Bar stressed in bending, dimensions according to(a)
2. Thin bar stressed in buckling, erroneous dimensions

according to (a)
Z!and 3[1.Compression aridtencio:lflan~;eof a thin bar

stressed in bv.ckli>g,dimensions accordin~ to (e)
4. TY.inbar stres~e~ in ten9ion and bending, dimensions

according to (b)

Figure 1.- Stress of varyingly loacledbars, computed on the
premise of unlimited validity of lTa-~ierlsbending

theorY an?.the ~im~lified differential eqnatio~lsfor the
elastic line.
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